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STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
PUBLIC EDUCATION DEPARMENT 

300 DON GASPAR 
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501-2786 

Telephone (505) 827-5800 
www.ped.state.nm.us 

OPTION FOR PARENTS 
CHARTER SCHOOLS DIVISION 

2016 NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUBMIT CHARTER APPLICATION 

INSTRUCTIONS 
According to NMSA § 22-8B-6(B) the Notice of Intent to Submit a Charter Application (“NOI”) must be filed by 

the organizers of a proposed charter school to the Public Education Commission at the address below AND to the 
superintendent of the school district in which the charter school is proposed to be located.  Failure to notify may result in 
your application being rejected. 

The NOI must be submitted by 5:00 PM Mountain Time on January 12, 2016, the second Tuesday of January.  
Notices of Intent that are not received by the Public Education Commission and the superintendent of the local school 
district by the deadline may result in the application being rejected.  When you send the NOI to the superintendent of the 
school district in which your charter is to be located, you are strongly encouraged to send it by certified mail return receipt 
requested, or request a signed receipt when you deliver the NOI.  Contact the local district regarding electronic filing. 

Notice to the Public Education Commission should be delivered by one of the following methods: 

• Electronically to:      Charter.Schools@state.nm.us 

• By mail or personal delivery:     PUBLIC EDUCATION COMMISSION 
      c/o New Mexico Public Education Department 
      Attn:  Options for Parents/Charter Schools Division 

300 Don Gaspar, Room 301 
      Santa Fe, New Mexico  87501 

The NOI is intended to provide the Public Education Commission with the primary point of contact among the charter 
developers, and preliminary information about the charter proposal, such as the school’s mission statement, the school’s 
focus, the representative student population in the intended location, enrollment projections, key innovations, etc. (not to 
exceed 5 pages). 

HANNA SKANDERA 
SECRETARY OF EDUCATION

         SUSANA MARTINEZ 
    Governor 

http://www.sde.state.nm.us/
mailto:Charter.Schools@state.nm.us
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1. General Information

• Name of Proposed School

• Grade levels to be offered and enrollment projections

Grade Levels to be 
Offered 

Projected Total 
Enrollment 

• Primary Point of Contact

Name 
Mailing Address 

City State Zip 
Phone 
Email 

2. Names, roles, and current employment of all persons on the applicant team, and qualifications of the team
members to establish a high-quality charter school

Name Role on Team 
Qualifications: 

Education, Employment, Experience 

3. Model or focus of the proposed school (e.g., performing arts, dual language, college prep, STEM, Montessori, IB):

4. Does the school expect to contract with another entity for either management, or substantial oversight or direction 
in the school’s operation? Yes: No:
If YES, describe the entity and the role it will have in the school’s operational plan.

5. Does the applicant team or any members of the team currently operate any other schools? Yes: No: 

6. Vision/Mission statement. (2-3 sentences)

7. Student population and geographical setting of the school

• Define the targeted geographical area of the proposed school from which you expect to draw a
significant number of your students.
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• Describe the student population including key demographic data (academic performance, home
languages, ELL, and special education populations in the location in which the school intends to
locate.

• Identify where these students are most likely being educated currently and why they are expected to
choose the proposed charter school for their future educational needs.

8. Provide evidence that the applicant team has assessed community need for a school of the nature that will be
proposed in the application (e.g., objective surveys or other measures of local demand for the proposed 
educational program). 

9. Identify significant innovative features that the school will implement in order to help it realize its vision /
mission (e.g., non-traditional school year, longer school day, partner organizations, etc.). 

10. Describe how the school will be more effective than the schools currently serving the targeted student population,
and/or plans to improve student achievement and exceed the academic performance of existing public schools in
the targeted service area and any data you have to support this assumption.

Please Note: Should your charter be awarded, the founding governing body could undergo a background 
check to determine if it qualifies to be a board of public finance in the state of New Mexico. 

Signature of founder(s) 

Date: 

[PRINT NAME] 


	STATE OF NEW MEXICO
	PUBLIC EDUCATION DEPARMENT
	300 DON GASPAR
	SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501-2786
	Telephone (505) 827-5800
	www.ped.state.nm.us
	                                                                                                           SUSANA MARTINEZ

	Name of Proposed School: Desert Willow School
	Primary Point of Contact: Emily Aversa
	Mailing Address: 2216 N. Cactus Street
	City: Silver City
	State: NM
	Zip: 88061
	Email: emilyaversa@gmail.com
	If YES describe the entity and the role it will have in the schools operational plan: 
	Date: 1-12-16
	Vision/ Mission Statement: Desert Willow School values children's unique learning styles and needs, inspires learning through a rigorous arts and movement integrated curriculum and cultivates belonging in community. Our vision is to lay a strong foundation for every student to become an educated, compassionate, flexible thinker prepared to be a contributing citizen of his or her community.
	Grade Levels to be Offered: K-5
	Projected Total Enrollment: 120
	Phone: 575-534-4735
	Model or focus of the proposed school:  The Desert Willow School model joins two components to provide a fulfilling and rigorous education: these are Enki Education and a focus on literacy development for all students. Enki Education is an innovative holistic curriculum, similar to Waldorf Education, that encourages student exploration and construction of understanding, deep comprehension of subject matter, arts-integration, moving to learn, creative problem solving, strong interpersonal relationships within a cohesive school community, the recognition and development of students' talents, and basic proficiency in a second language. Desert Willow School is also committed to promoting literacy development and achievement for all students, including intensive intervention for students with dyslexia and a challenging curriculum for gifted readers.   
	No: Yes
	Yes: Off
	Define targeted geographical area of proposed school: Desert Willow School will be located in Silver City, NM. The targeted geographical area is Silver City and its outlying villages in Grant County. Although we expect to draw most of our students from Silver City, we anticipate that families from the surrounding communities of Gila, Cliff, Bayard, Santa Clara, Hurley, and the Mimbres Valley will be interested in sending their children as well.  As a charter school, per state law, enrollment will be open to any student in elementary school residing in the state of New Mexico.  
	Describe anticipated student population demographics:      According to the Silver City Consolidated administration office, 1,428 children attend the district's 5 elementary schools, 14% of whom receive special education services. There are 47 elementary students recognized as being English Language Learners, 44 of whom come from primarily Spanish-speaking homes and 3 of whom primarily speak a language other than English or Spanish at home.     School grades given by the state as reported in December 2015 are as follows. (The first four schools are in Silver City and the fifth is in an outlying community.) Our largest elementary school, serving 502 students, received a D; our second largest school with 399 students, received an F; our middle-sized school with 250 children received a B; our second smallest school with 139 students received an F and our smallest school serving the outlying villages of Cliff and Gila with 138 students, received an A. This means that 1,040 of 1,428 students are attending schools that received a D and an F.    According to the New Mexico PARCC results dashboard link on the PED website, third through fifth grade scores from Spring 2015 for Silver Consolidated are as follows. (Note: scores for the school in Cliff were not posted.) Among 195 third graders who took the test, 46 met or exceeded expectation in English Language Arts (ELA) and 47 met or exceeded expectations in Math. Among 181 fourth graders who took the ELA, 36 met or exceeded expectations, and 39 met or exceeded in Math. Out of 174 fifth graders, 39 met or exceeded ELA expectations and 45 met or exceeded in Math. 
	Identify current educational setting of anticipated student population: Desert Willow School will primarily draw students from the four public elementary schools in Silver City with additional students possibly coming from another four public elementary schools and two private schools in greater Grant County. According to the surveys we conducted, which are described below, another segment of students is likely to come from families who are currently homeschooling. Parents of elementary students seeking an alternative are expected to choose Desert Willow for several reasons. First, our communities have no place where students can receive a tuition-free holistic education. As demonstrated by our survey results below, a charter school with our intended focus on high-quality literacy instruction within a rigorous arts-and movement-integrated curriculum has met with strong enthusiasm in this community. Within a year of the survey that showed the popularity of an alternative, it became apparent that the vast majority of elementary students in Silver City attend schools with grades of D and F. This community is ready for something different. Secondly, our communities have no  place where students with dyslexia and other language-based differences can receive intensive intervention during school hours. The Learning Center for Dyslexia and Academic Success serves 10-15 students after school and has a significant waiting list for this necessary service for which parents are willing to pay. Although the local school district has, by law, procedures in place to identify and provide some form of remedial instruction to these children, it is frequently not enough to actually close the gap between achievement and potential, especially for students on the more severe end of the dyslexia spectrum. Dr. Shaywitz, a highly regarded expert in the field of dyslexia at the Yale Center for Dyslexia and Creativity writes in her book Overcoming Dyslexia (2003), that this is the norm in most public schools across the country.  According to informal conversations with six special education and Title I teachers in our local elementary schools, the average amount of time spent each day on small group remediation is 45 minutes. However, research indicates that children with dyslexia and other language-based reading disabilities require at least 90 minutes a day, at leasts 4 days a week of Orton-Gillingham type instruction on top of their grade-level literacy instruction to learn to read proficiently. Desert Willow School will be able to accomplish this because its longer, differently structured day includes a daily intervention block, and because it will employ teachers with more extensive literacy training than one finds in a typical public school. 
	Describe efforts to assess community need and support for proposed school: In the fall of 2014, in preparation for the charter application we submitted last year, Desert Willow School organizers surveyed a random sampling of 43 parents of elementary school children in public parks and at local children's events. Although this was a small sample, we believe that it is family representative of the greater population of parents with elementary age children because of the random nature of the sampling at public rather than private venues. Of the survey takers, 84% have children enrolled in local public elementary schools and 16% are being educated privately. Fifty-five percent of parents stated that their child would benefit from more individual and small group reading instruction. Twenty percent of parents realize their child is struggling to learn to read, which is consistent with the 1 in 5 students who will need the type of reading instruction that Desert Willow can provide. Twenty-nine percent of parents state their child's current school does not know how their child learns best. One part of the Desert Willow mission is to help students understand how they learn, so they can be self-advocates in their education. Thirty-eight percent of parents feel their child's current school does not bring balance between work and play into their child's school day. The curriculum we will implement is based upon children's developmental needs and understands that play is children's work. Enki Education incorporates movement, storytelling, music, art and drama to capture students' interest and make learning meaningful. Finally, the survey demonstrates that there is keen public interest in an elementary charter school with Desert Willow's focus. When asked if they were interested in having a charter elementary school that emphasizes literacy instruction within a hands-on multi-sensory curriculum, 88% of parents said yes. Subsequently, throughout 2015, we continued to poll parents of elementary children at community events and at free summer lunch program sites around town. The support we found for Desert Willow to become a reality was amazing. According to our sign-on sheets, 79 families out of 81 polled plus 188 adult residents without elementary-aged children, including business owners, support the establishment of Desert Willow. In addition to the limited amount of surveying we did, the Desert Willow application team also invited parents of young children and other community members to six information meetings at which we outlined the reason for our efforts based on our years of experience teaching in traditional schools, our charter proposal's innovations, and explained the Enki Education curriculum and philosophy. Attendees watched the "Enki Education: Developmental Immersion to Mastery" DVD with footage of students learning in schools that use Enki in New Hampshire and in Canada. Information session participants also watched recorded interviews with parents of children at Enki schools and heard about the origin and purpose of Enki from creator and director Beth Sutton. In August, Public Education Commissioner Bergman commented that our mid-workday turn-out held the record for more than he had ever seen at a Community Public Hearing, even if one were to subtract the number of administrators that the two local superintendents brought with them.  
	Identify innovative features of proposed school: Desert Willow School proposes to employ several innovations that will make significant positive differences in the educational outcomes and lives of its students.  1.     A holistic curriculum geared toward subject mastery and student wellbeing. Many non-traditional learners, including children with dyslexia, are right-brain dominant. They excel at connecting ideas, thinking "out of the box" and seeing the big picture. Therefore, our students will be instructed using thematically and multi-modality integrated units that harness their natural abilities and appeal to their developmental interests. All teachers will be trained in Enki Education, a holistic curriculum similar to Waldorf that guides students on a path from immersion to mastery. (See enki.education.org.) In July 2015, 14 people participated in an introductory Enki Education training class in Silver City, and 9 of them are continuing with on-line classes with teacher, creator and director Beth Sutton. Enki Education has been successfully used alongside Common Core in a long-established and well-respected charter school in Albuquerque.  A few of the things that make Enki different from traditional education include attention not just to students' cognitive growth but to their affective and physical wellbeing, teacher training in holistic philosophy and pedagogy, a focus on guiding children along their natural developmental path to ultimately become well-educated and healthy adults, use of a three-fold learning process, the use of story, the arts and movement every day for deep and meaningful learning, attention to the rhythm of the day, a constructivist pedagogy, units of study of world history and cultures, taking teacher health into account, a learning environment filled with natural objects and the students' work rather than mass-produced items, and a second language (Spanish in our case) used daily in the classroom.2.         Differently structured school day. Due to the fact that many children in our district will come to us performing below academic expectations, and due to the emphasis on uninterrupted daily rhythm in holistic educational philosophy, the school day at Desert Willow will have three extended periods plus a lunch break with recess. Since the lessons will include fine and gross-motor activities and the arts, students will actually be moving around more than they do at a traditional school with its typical 15 minute morning recess and 30 minute lunch recess. The first period will include mostly teacher-led lessons, the second will be for individual practice and intervention and the third will be a time of projects with peer groups. 3.         Focus on the literacy needs of a wider band of students. In our personal experience as teachers, traditional classrooms end up putting most of their focus on instructing the average and just below-average readers. There is not enough time to give poor readers the additional extra attention they need, and gifted readers are usually either handed a more difficult text or are given a greater volume of work. Desert Willow School will have teacher training, goals and expectations in place to ensure that all students receive the literacy instruction that they require to thrive academically. Desert Willow will provide an Orton-Gillingham based reading program that will include phonemic awareness, phonics, comprehension, vocabulary, fluency practice and spelling. All students will receive this instruction for 90 minutes 4 days a week in groups of 3-6. In this way, every child who show signs of dyslexia will have access to small group reading instruction using Orton-Gillingham methodologies in accordance with state law requiring high-quality intervention no matter their level of instruction. Furthermore, small groups for all makes it possible to give accelerated reading instruction to students who gifted and talented. Academic Language Therapist(s) trained in O-G methodologies will provide Tier 2 interventions, oversee staff training in reading, and monitor program delivery for fidelity.4.         Emphasis on building relationships to empower students and families and to strengthen the greater community.  All public schools are tasked with fostering good communication and partnerships with families, and this does occur in our local district to a fair extent. Parent-teacher conferences, newsletters, IEP, 504 and SAT meetings, emailing and texting, conferences after school when needed and a couple of family events a year are the norm. However, due to the nature of Desert Willow's target population of alternative learners who may not have had a positive or fruitful experience in school, we realize that there must be an even greater emphasis on strong school-family relationships and community building to raise their academic and personal potential. In addition to the typical routes of connection, Desert Willow will include efforts to increase parents' understanding of their children's unique strengths and learning styles, learning fairs, enrichment day events, and seasonal activities. We would also like to collaborate with the many talented people who live in our community who have expressed an interest in sharing their professional and avocational skills and interests in fields as diverse as astronomy, farming, ranching and gardening, the arts, business, the medical fields and archaeology, to name a few. By increasing children's awareness of the possibilities that exist for their adult futures, we add to their motivation to succeed in school.   
	Describe how the proposed school will improve student achievement:      The current situation is unacceptable. We believe we can substantially improve the academic achievement and wellbeing of Desert Willow School's targeted student population, which is comprised of children who need or desire alternative methodologies and academic structure in order to thrive, as well as any student who wishes to attend. As measured by PARCC, which has significantly raised the achievement bar, 416 out of 537 tested third through fifth graders are less than proficient in English Language Arts, and 419 out of 550 tested third through fifth graders are less than proficient in Math. There is significant room for improvement. One segment of this population consists of children whose current experience with traditional education has left them unmotivated and uninspired, perhaps with a tendency toward viewing themselves as unable to succeed in school. DWS will ignite their natural passion for learning and they will thrive with the holistic educational model we are proposing. Students find holistic curriculums engaging because they are designed with children's developmental interests in mind. They use the arts (visual, musical, dramatic) and movement (fine motor and gross motor activities) to assist students in developing and deepening understanding of subject matter. Enki Education is the most recent holistic curriculum to join the better known Montessori and Waldorf models. Parents of students who attend schools that use Enki Education say that their children are enthusiastic learners who attain strong academic achievement.  Another population we seek to serve includes students who are not receiving the interventions needed to remediate dyslexia and other language-based learning disabilities in our local schools, despite the schools' efforts. Research shows that in order for these children to become proficient readers, they need Orton-Gillingham based reading instruction delivered in a small group setting for 90 minutes a day at least 4 days a week. One might think that this is a small segment of the general school population. However, the National Reading Panel found in 2000 that about 1 in 5 students has a language-based learning disability. Intensive remediation is needed to a greater extent than our local public schools currently provide. Desert Willow School will be able to finally lift these students up because of its different daily schedule and better staff training. In addition to a special education teacher we propose to hire at least 1.5 certified academic language therapists to provide direct instruction to the poorest-performing readers and to guide the rest of the staff in reading instruction. A period of 2-3 hours in the middle of each day will be devoted to individual and small group work to deepen skills on top of classroom-based instruction. Desert Willow School would also like to offer something more to gifted readers whose needs for more challenging material and deeper literary analysis are often ignored. This population is not keeping pace with state averages. Whereas 1.3 percent of third graders statewide scored “advanced” on the ELA section of the PARCC, 0.5% did so in our district. Whereas 2.6% of third graders scored “advanced” on the Math section of the PARCC, 1.5 did so in our district.Desert Willow Schools also seeks to serve the children of families who are interested in our holistic curriculum and community-based philosophy. Despite the relatively small size of our communities in Grant County, at least 15 families, 14 of which have multiple children, choose to educate their children at home with a holistic home-school curriculum. Additionally, 25 families enroll their children at the local private Montessori school. As documented, there is a strong interest within this community in establishing a public school with the type of philosophy and pedagogy that Desert Willow School proposes. Finally, we wish to stress that although the original idea for Desert Willow was inspired by what we view as a lack of appropriate educational measures for non-traditional learners, we believe that any child would thrive at a school with the model we are proposing, and readily welcome any and all families.
	Print Name: Emily Aversa
	Name: Emily Aversa
	Role on Team: founder, academics
	Qualifications, Education, Employment, Experience: EDUCATION: MA in Special Education, BA in English EMPLOYMENT: Post-graduate student for a second MA in Elementary Education with a concentration in Gifted Education; currently training with Beth Sutton for Enki Education classroom certification. EXPERIENCE: Special education teacher for 15 years with students in grades K-7; multi-age early elementary classroom teacher for 1 year; trained and experienced in Orton-Gillingham-based reading instruction and intervention. Parent of an elementary-aged child. 
	Name2: Fiona Bailey
	Name3: Alicia Edwards
	Name4: Vicky Smith
	Name5: 
	Role on Team2: founder, academics
	Role on Team3: organizational planning
	Role on Team4: school budget
	Role on Team5: 
	Qualifications, Education, Employment, Experience2: EDUCATION: MA in Outdoor/Experiential Education, BS in Elementary Ed with a minor in Biology. Working toward Academic Language Therapist license. EMPLOYMENT: Post-graduate student for Educational Leadership licensure EXPERIENCE: 26 years teaching experience in grades K, 1, 4 and 5. President of the board of the Learning Center for Dyslexia and Academic Success; Parent of a child with dyslexia. 
	Qualifications, Education, Employment, Experience3: EMPLOYMENT: Executive director of The Volunteer Center of Grant County, a non-profit that engages volunteers in fighting funder and poverty in the county EXPERIENCE: 25 years of C-level experience in for-profit and non-profit organizations, fundraising, grant writing, board and organizational development.  
	Qualifications, Education, Employment, Experience4: EDUCATION: degrees in Elementary Education and Educational Leadership  EMPLOYMENT: Retired superintendent, principal and teacher; currently on the New Mexico board of directors of educational retirement EXPERIENCE: Taught elementary and middle school 15 years and then served as elementary school principal for 3 years. As assistant superintendent of Las Cruces public schools for 9 years worked with a large school budget and worked with federal funding programs for Head Start, Even Start and kindergarten through 3rd grades. Was superintendent of schools in Cuba, New Mexico. Employed as director of Instruction for the Silver City Consolidated district for 8 years. Served as a board of education member for 15 years with the Cobre School District in Grant County.   
	Qualifications, Education, Employment, Experience5: 


